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Awesome exclusive interview with
Norm MacDonald; win tickets to
see him at the Napa Uptown
Stand-up star and former Saturday Night Live "Weekend Update" anchor waxes
eclectic on Rupert Murdoch, Casey Anthony, Jack Warden, and Billy Joe Shaver

P E T E  C R O O K S

Norm MacDonald is, for my money, the funniest guy ever.

With respect/apologies to David Letterman, Stephen

Colbert, Carl Hiaasen, David Sedaris, Amy Sedaris, and Beth

Lisick, there is simply no better comic storyteller than

MacDonald on the planet. So I’m thrilled to be able to send

a pair of Diablo readers to see MacDonald do his stand-up

act at Napa’s spectacular Uptown Theatre—just fill out the

form below to enter to win a pair of seats to the July 29

show. (If you don't win, tickets are still available here.)

I was even more excited to chat with Norm about current

events, classic movies, and his creative process. Here's the

interview:

So Norm, I went to look at normmacdonald.com,

and

your

website

comes up as a possible attack page that says

visiting this site may harm your computer.

(Laughs) Oh my god, that’s not good. Some guy set

that up for me, I don’t know anything about

computers. I guess I’m not taking advantage of the whole social media thing. It’s definitely not good for

your career, if your website unleashes a virus upon anyone who visits it.

OK, let’s start with something in the news today—what do you make of this News of the

World phone hacking story?

It makes sense that they could easily get into your phone. If they wanted to check your messages, and if

they just punched in a certain combination of numbers—especially with a computer—they could get into

the voicemail.
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100% Wuornos

Problem solver

Norm plays Napa's Uptown Theatre on July 29

Billy Joe Shaver

I don’t like watching any biopic, if I can watch a documentary about that person instead. Like, Charlize

Theron played Aileen Wuornos in that movie Monster, and she was good, but if you watch the

documentaries about the real Aileen Wuornos, they are incredible, and

so much more interesting than that movie. Have you seen those

documentaries?

Sure, Nick Broomfield is an amazing filmmaker, I especially

liked the one he did about Heidi Fleiss. And the two Wuornos

movies you mentioned. So, on the subject of gruesome

Florida true crime stories, do you have any thoughts about

Casey Anthony?

Just that I’ve become so desensitized to all this stuff from watching 48 Hours. It’s become sheer

entertainment. I never really actually feel sad, the people feel imaginary to me—it’s all so fake. Even

when Nancy Grace comes on and gets all angry, that feels fake.

So, we watch this Casey Anthony thing for months on the news, and then they say: “There’s something

called a debt ceiling and we only have a week to figure it out.” What? Why didn’t you tell us that three

months ago?

There’s so much going on the world that we just don’t hear about, or we hear a little, but not enough.

Like, Egypt is in a police state and it’s deteriorating, but that story just went away. And Haiti, Darfur …

you never hear about this stuff. It’s like, once they make a movie about it, it’s solved. Bring in Don

Cheadle and it’s solved.

I love Don Cheadle.

(Laughs) Yeah, I don’t mean to go after Don Cheadle, he’s incredible.

He’s great in every single movie he’s in—I can’t think of a bad

performance in his entire career.

So you’re playing in Napa on July 29—have you spent much

time in that area?

I’ve never been there. All I know is that there’s wine there, and I don’t

know much about wine. I was the only guy who did not like that

Sideways movie, because there was too much wine in it.

The venue you are booked in is the Uptown Theatre. It’s a restored, art deco movie house

that was closed for ten years, and just recently

reopened as this beautiful live performance venue.

You play more theaters than comedy clubs these

days—what are your favorite venues?

It’s funny the way you described the Uptown, because I’ve

played places similar to that—these restored movie

theaters. They are by far the best. The acoustics are

beautiful. I’m excited now to see this place in Napa.

It’s wonderful, I love seeing shows there. I just saw

John Prine there a few weeks ago, and it was one of the best concerts of my life.

Wow, John Prine! He’s someone I’ve never seen, and have always wanted to see. I’ve never seen Tom

Waits either. And Billy Joe Shaver. I know him, but I’ve never had a chance to

see him perform.

Speaking of places you’ve performed, what can you tell me about the

town of Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump in Canada?

(Laughs) Just that it’s the craziest town ever. It’s surreal, especially because no

one in the town thought it was a strange name. 

The name comes from the days when braves would dig a hole in the ground to

trap a buffalo, and this one guy was digging the hole and could not get out of the

way when the herd came thundering toward him. You’d hope they could think of a less prosaic way to say

it. I think something was lost in the translation.

Let me ask about your writing process. You did a really long bit in your recent Comedy



Norm doing stand-up

Norm and Dave

The Man.

Central special, about how if you were a serial killer, you

would never use a shallow grave. It was quite a tightrope

walk, watching you go to such a dark place, and stringing

it along with these funny but sick ideas. Did you write all

that offstage, and get up and do the bit? Or did you need

to fine-tune it piece-by-piece onstage in front of an

audience?

That bit in particular took a long time. I did all the writing on

stage, starting with a central idea. 

It was a rather delicate one to get to work. In fact, the bit did not work for at least four months, but I

stuck with it. It required me to throw in silly things along the way to alleviate the darkness. But, at the

basis, I knew it work because people don’t really get serial killed. I mean, a few do, but you’re more likely

to be struck by lightning. Still, people are afraid of being killed by a serial killer, so the subject is so

abstract that it reaches a level of existentialism.

Again, people watch stuff about serial killers for entertainment in the first place. They’re entertained by

them, they glorify them—you know, they always write serial killers in movies who are geniuses. That’s

ridiculous—a genius might want to take your money, but he does not want to kill you. Real serial killers

are very stupid men, with horribly unsavory lives. Which is frightening, but completely unglamorous.

I was watching a bunch of Youtube clips last night, featuring you on talk shows. I noticed

that you told the same story about blacking out in a bar and then waking up in a rehab

clinic on both Conan and Letterman. It was funny on

Conan, but it just killed on Letterman. Do you retire

stories that you’re asked to tell too many times?

Yeah, I don’t like to repeat a story. In fact I hate having to tell a

story twice when I know that people have already heard it. Not just

on talk shows, but one-on-one. Because I’ll tell a guy a story, and he

likes it, and then a couple weeks later, he’ll be there with his friend

Bill and say “You gotta tell Bill that story!” Then I have to tell Bill

the story, with the other guy standing there hearing it again. And when I get through it, the guy always

says something like, “Wait, you forgot the part about the fish!”

I help organize a classic film series here in the East Bay and we recently showed The

Verdict, starring Paul Newman and Jack Warden.

I love that movie!

It's the best. While I was watching it again, I was amazed by what a phenomenal character

actor Warden was. You worked with him in Dirty Work, what was he like?

He was the greatest. That movie was directed by Bob Saget (of Full House fame), so it was crazy to see

the great Jack Warden take direction from Saget. Warden was so sarcastic and such a great actor.

I loved Warden so much, that after Dirty Work,  we also had him on my

television show. But by that time he could not remember things, he had

trouble remembering his lines. This was a guy who did Man in the Glass

Booth on Broadway, where he had to stand there on stage for an hour and

half in the most intense production, and now he could not remember his

lines. In one scene, we were watching a hockey game, his line was something

like, “Normie, the problem with hockey these days is the helmets.” He could

not remember the word helmets, but he was such a great actor, that he tried

to act his way around it. So I was looking into his eyes, and he was just

saying, “Normie…hockey…Normie,” but it was just blank. I’ll never forget

that.

Guys like Jack Warden proved to me that I’m not really an actor. Everything I’ve been in, I just try to

surround myself with good actors, and I’ve been able to not try that hard. Certainly the worst thing I can

do is “try” to act—it’s terrible. I learned a lot from watching Jerry Seinfeld on Seinfeld—there are times

when he’s not acting at all, he’s letting these great actors run circles around him and he’s kind of

standing there smirking. If that show was qualified on the best acting, it would have been called



Costanza.

It’s a strange thing being around great actors—when you’re with actual actors in a movie or on a show. If

they’re acting mad at you, I often think “Is he really mad at me?” It would really affect me.

I was disappointed to hear that your Sports Show on Comedy Central just got cancelled.

It’s been tricky to find the right vehicle for you, although your appearances on Howard

Stern are legendary and your Twitter followers are equally rabid. Have you figured out the

perfect medium for your humor, aside from stand-up?

You know, I think it might be writing a book. I’m writing one now. It’s been very tough for me to write it,

because I read a lot. If you read the classic, these books that are so heavy and great, you think, "I can't

possibly write a book." But I've been reading some more contemporary stuff, which has led me to think I

can do it. 

So, I'd like to write a book, so I could be invisible and not have to get up on stage and perform.

 


